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ABSTRACT
Strong gravity and magnetic fields are key ingredients that power processes of accretion and ejection
near compact objects. While particular mechanisms which operate here are still discussed, it seems
that the presence of ordered magnetic field is crucial for the acceleration and collimation of relativistic
jets of electrically charged particles on super-horizon length-scales. In this context we further study
the effect of large-scale magnetic field on the dynamics of charged particles near a rotating black
hole. We consider a scenario in which the initially neutral particles on regular geodesic orbits in
the equatorial plane are destabilized by a charging process (e.g., by photoionization). Some charged
particles are accelerated out of the equatorial plane and they follow jet-like trajectories with relativistic
velocities. In our previous paper we investigated this scenario for the case of perfect alignment of the
magnetic field with the axis of rotation, i.e., the system was considered axisymmetric. Here we relax
this assumption and investigate non-axisymmetric systems in which the magnetic field is arbitrarily
inclined with respect to the black hole spin. We study the system numerically in order to locate the
zones of escaping trajectories and compute the maximum (terminal) escape velocity. It appears that
breaking the axial symmetry (even by small inclination angles) substantially increases the fraction of
escaping orbits, and allows the acceleration to ultrarelativistic velocities which were excluded in the
axisymmetric setup. Presence of transient chaotic dynamics in the launching region of the relativistic
outflow is confirmed with chaotic indicators.
Subject headings: acceleration of particles, black hole physics, magnetic fields, chaos, methods: nu-
merical
1. INTRODUCTION
The role of large-scale asymptotically uniform mag-
netic field in the formation of “escape zones” of electri-
cally charged particles near a magnetized rotating black
hole was investigated in our previous paper (Kopa´cˇek
& Karas 2018, hereafter Paper I). These escape zones
represent corridors in the phase space along which the
particles can be accelerated to large distance and high
velocity. We considered the axisymmetric case of perfect
alignment of magnetic field with the axis of rotation. It
was found that a certain fraction of the particle popula-
tion becomes accelerated and ejected out of the system
along energetically unbound trajectories. However, only
moderate Lorentz factors could be achieved in the ax-
isymmetric configuration.
Here we perform an analogous study of escaping orbits
in a generalized system of an oblique black hole mag-
netosphere and we consider the case of an arbitrary in-
clination between the rotation axis and the asymptotic
direction of the magnetic field. We show that inclination
of the magnetic field may greatly increase the fraction of
escaping particles and, in particular, the value of the ter-
minal Lorentz factor of the accelerated particles is also
enhanced substantially.
The acceleration of astrophysical outflows and jets
kopacek@ig.cas.cz
from the vicinity of an accreting black hole is supposed to
be powered by its rotational energy extracted via the pro-
cesses of Blandford-Znajek or Blandford-Payne (Bland-
ford & Znajek 1977; Blandford & Payne 1982) which in-
volve large-scale magnetic fields threading the black hole
and the accretion disk as a key ingredient. Plausibility
of this scenario is supported by observations and simula-
tions (e.g., Blandford et al. 2019; Liska et al. 2018; Penna
et al. 2013, 2010). In particular, self-consistent gen-
eral relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simu-
lations of accretion processes lead to the emergence of or-
dered large-scale magnetic field under rather general con-
ditions (e.g., Sadowski 2016; Tchekhovskoy 2015). They
typically occur in the diluted region along the black hole
axis, while the turbulent small-scale field develops within
the accretion torus, where it generates viscosity. More-
over, global structures of ordered magnetic field also arise
in general relativistic kinetic simulations of black-hole
magnetospheres and jet launching (Parfrey et al. 2019).
First-principle plasma simulations thus further confirm
the crucial role of ordered magnetic fields for the accel-
eration and collimation of the jet.
While the assumption of perfect axisymmetry of the
accreting system (as also employed in Paper I) signifi-
cantly simplifies analytic calculations and numerical sim-
ulations, it is hardly a realistic property of the whole
system as the gas falling from large distances only be-
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comes aware of the direction of the black hole spin when
it approaches sufficiently close. GRMHD simulations of
tilted thick accretion disks indeed reveal “magneto-spin
alignment” mechanism causing a magnetized disk and jet
to align with the spin near black hole while reorienting
with the outer disk farther away (Liska et al. 2018; McK-
inney et al. 2013). On the other hand, inner parts of the
thin accretion disk are supposed to align with the spin
due to Bardeen-Petterson effect (Bardeen & Petterson
1975) caused by Lense-Thirring forces induced by frame-
dragging. While theorized several decades ago, the effect
is still challenging to resolve in simulations. However,
it has been recently confirmed for tilted disks of mod-
erate (Liska et al. 2019) to high (Liska et al. 2020) ini-
tial inclinations. In particular, the former paper shows
the disk with aspect ratio H/R ≈ 0.03 and initial tilt
of 10◦ to warp into alignment with the black hole in-
side ≈ 5 rg, where rg is gravitational radius. Based on
these results, only a small misalignment in the form of
a non-axisymmetric perturbation would be tolerated in
the inner part of the disk, while a large tilt could be
encountered in outer parts.
In this context we investigate the motion of charged
particles in the non-axisymmetric system of a magnetized
rotating black hole with the spin and magnetic field mis-
aligned with respect to each other. The present paper
is a direct follow-up to Paper I where the alignment was
assumed and we discussed under which circumstances
the particles on stable orbits in the equatorial plane may
be liberated from the attraction of the center and even
accelerated to relativistic velocities due to sudden charg-
ing process occurring on some radius r0. Here we non-
trivially enrich our previous discussion by considering ar-
bitrary inclination between the spin and asymptotic di-
rection of magnetic field. In particular, we study how the
inclination affects the formation of escape zones and the
overall effectivity of the acceleration mechanism quan-
tified by the final Lorentz factor of escaping particles.
As previously, the system is treated in the single-particle
limit, i.e. the particles are non-interacting and the hydro-
dynamical terms are neglected. The model is thus rele-
vant for the regions with diluted gas where the mean free
path of particles is larger than the characteristic length
scale given by the gravitational radius, rg = GM/c
2,
where M is the mass of the black hole. Actual physics of
accretion onto black holes (e.g., Falanga et al. 2015) is
considerably more complex than the adopted model. In
particular, we reduce the interplay between the charged
matter and the background magnetic field to the effect
of the Lorentz force acting on individual particles while
the more consistent treatment of mutual interaction will
be necessary in the dense environment near compact ob-
ject (e.g., by solving the equations of Blandford & Zna-
jek 1977). Moreover, we suppose that matter remains
neutral until the ionization process occurring at given
radius r0, which may be very close to the horizon where
many accretion models expect the matter to be already
highly ionized (e.g., Shakura 2018; Abramowicz & Frag-
ile 2013). Due to these limitations, the results of our
analysis are mostly of the theoretical interest. The main
purpose of the current paper is to develop a toy-model
to investigate the implications of the non-axisymmetric
perturbation for the stability of bound orbits and for the
acceleration of the escaping ones in the magnetosphere
shaped by the spinning black hole.
The combined effects of non-axisymmetry and rota-
tion on the structure of vacuum electromagnetic fields
near compact objects has already been investigated by
many authors; for the analyses especially close to our
context, see Kopa´cˇek et al. (2018); Karas et al. (2014,
2013). As a consequence of profound changes in the
topology of the field induced by breaking the axial sym-
metry, the dynamics of charged particles also changes
dramatically and, generally becomes more prone to de-
terministic chaos. Even a small non-axisymmetric per-
turbation may introduce strong chaos in the dynamic
system (Kopa´cˇek & Karas 2014). In Paper I we have
conjectured that transient chaos plays an important role
in launching the outflow in the adopted model. Here
we further explore this conjecture and investigate the
dynamic regime of escaping particles calculating several
chaotic indicators. Namely, we employ MinkowskiBouli-
gand box-counting dimension (e.g., Falconer 2003) and
several measures based on the recurrence analysis (Mar-
wan et al. 2007).
Escaping orbits in the vacuum magnetospheres of com-
pact objects have already been investigated in several
studies. Previously considered setups include: weakly
magnetized Schwarzschild black hole (Al Zahrani et
al. 2013; Frolov & Shoom 2010), strongly magnetized
Ernst’s spacetime (Huang et al. 2015; Karas & Vokrouh-
licky´ 1992), spinning black hole with magnetic test-field
(Stuchl´ık & Kolosˇ 2016; Al Zahrani et al. 2014; Shiose
et al. 2014; Hussain et al. 2014), or magnetized naked
singularities (Babar et al. 2016). Most of these stud-
ies considered initially bound circular orbits of charged
particles destabilized by the kick that was realized as a
sudden introduction of the velocity component perpen-
dicular to the orbital plane. We consider, instead, the
ionization process of initially neutral particles as an ac-
tual trigger of instability. As the initial setup of the
model investigated in the present paper is analogous to
that of Paper I, we refer to the more complete introduc-
tion and references presented therein (especially see the
Section 1 and discussion in Section 4).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the employed model of oblique black hole mag-
netosphere and review the equations of motion and the
effective potential for charged particles. Trajectories of
initially neutral particles escaping from the circular or-
bits in the equatorial plane are analyzed in Section 3.
The method of the effective potential is used to obtain
the necessary conditions for the escape analytically in
Section 3.1. The emergence and evolution of escape zones
with respect to the inclination angle α is then discussed
numerically (Section 3.2). Acceleration of escaping parti-
cles and the maximal Lorentz factor attained within the
escape zones are computed in Section 3.3. The role of
chaos in the dynamics of escape zones is assessed in Sec-
tion 3.4 employing the escape-boundary plots and the
chaotic indicators in Section 3.5. Results are summa-
rized and briefly discussed in Section 4. Details on the
employed integration scheme are given in Appendix A.
2. SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL, EQUATIONS
OF MOTION
Kerr metric describing the geometry of the spacetime
around the rotating black hole is expressed in Boyer-
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Lindquist coordinates xµ = (t, r, θ, ϕ) as follows (Misner
et al. 1973):
ds2 =−∆
Σ
[
dt− a sin θ dϕ
]2
(1)
+
sin2 θ
Σ
[(
r2 + a2) dϕ− a dt
]2
+
Σ
∆
dr2 + Σ dθ2,
where
∆ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2, Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ. (2)
Coordinate singularity at ∆ = 0 corresponds to
outer/inner horizon of the black hole r± = M ±√
M2 − a2. Rotation of the black hole is measured by
the spin parameter a ∈ 〈−M,M〉. Here we only consider
a ≥ 0 without the loss of generality.
We note that geometrized units are used throughout
the paper. Values of basic constants (gravitational con-
stant G, speed of light c, Boltzmann constant k, and
Coulomb constant kC) therefore equal unity, G = c =
k = kC = 1.
We employ the test-field solution of Maxwell’s equa-
tions for a weakly magnetized Kerr black hole immersed
in an asymptotically uniform magnetic field specified by
the component Bz parallel to the spin axis and the per-
pendicular component Bx. The electromagnetic vector
potential Aµ is given as follows (Bicˇa´k & Janiˇs 1985):
At=
BzaMr
Σ
(
1 + cos2 θ
)−Bza (3)
+
BxaM sin θ cos θ
Σ
(r cosψ − a sinψ) ,
Ar =−Bx(r −M) cos θ sin θ sinψ, (4)
Aθ =−Bxa(r sin2 θ +M cos2 θ) cosψ (5)
−Bx(r2 cos2 θ −Mr cos 2θ + a2 cos 2θ) sinψ,
Aϕ=Bz sin
2 θ
[
1
2
(r2 + a2)− a
2Mr
Σ
(1 + cos2 θ)
]
(6)
−Bx sin θ cos θ
[
∆ cosψ
+
(r2 + a2)M
Σ
(r cosψ − a sinψ)
]
,
where ψ denotes the azimuthal coordinate of Kerr ingo-
ing coordinates, which is expressed in Boyer–Lindquist
coordinates as follows:
ψ = ϕ+
a
r+ − r− ln
r − r+
r − r− . (7)
We notice that limr→∞ ψ = ϕ. Setting Bx = 0 reduces
the above vector potential Aµ to the axisymmetric solu-
tion (Wald 1974) employed in Paper I.
The HamiltonianH of a particle of electric charge q and
rest mass m in the field Aµ and metric with contravariant
components gµν may be defined as (Misner et al. 1973):
H = 12gµν(piµ − qAµ)(piν − qAν), (8)
where piµ is the generalized (canonical) momentum. The
equations of motion are expressed as:
dxµ
dλ
≡ pµ = ∂H
∂piµ
,
dpiµ
dλ
= − ∂H
∂xµ
, (9)
where λ ≡ τ/m is dimensionless affine parameter (τ de-
notes the proper time). Employing the first equation
we obtain the kinematical four-momentum as: pµ =
piµ − qAµ, and the conserved value of the Hamiltonian
is therefore given as: H = −m2/2. System is station-
ary and the time component of canonical momentum pit
is therefore an integral of motion which equals (nega-
tively taken) energy of the test particle pit ≡ −E. In the
rest of paper we switch to specific quantities E/m→ E,
q/m → q which corresponds to setting the rest mass of
the particle m = 1 in the formulas.
Effective potential expressing the minimal allowed en-
ergy of charged test particles in a non-axisymmetric mag-
netosphere of a rotating black hole may be derived in the
rest frame of a static observer (Kopa´cˇek & Karas 2018c).
Tetrad vectors of this frame are given as (Semera´k 1993):
eµ(t) =
[
Σ1/2
χ
, 0, 0, 0
]
, eµ(r) =
[
0,
∆1/2
Σ1/2
, 0, 0
]
, (10)
eµ(θ) =
[
0, 0,
1
Σ1/2
, 0
]
, (11)
eµ(ϕ) =
χ
sin θ∆1/2Σ1/2
[−2aMr sin2 θ
χ2
, 0, 0, 1
]
, (12)
where χ2 ≡ ∆− a2 sin2 θ.
The static frame is employed to express the effective
potential:
Veff(r, θ, ϕ) =
(
−β +
√
β2 − 4αγ
)
/2α, (13)
with the coefficients defined as:
α =
[
et(t)
]2
, β = 2qAte
t
(t), γ = q
2
[
et(t)
]2
A2t − 1.
(14)
Kerr spacetime allows no static observers inside the
ergosphere whose boundary (corresponding to χ2 = 0)
is given as rs = M +
√
M2 − a2 cos θ2. However, unlike
the axisymmetric case, neither non-static frames with
uϕ 6= 0, nor the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate basis it-
self may be used to express the effective potential in the
case of oblique magnetosphere (Kopa´cˇek & Karas 2018c;
Kopa´cˇek & Karas 2014), and the potential (13) is thus
well-defined outside the ergosphere only.
3. ESCAPE OF ELECTRICALLY CHARGED
PARTICLES FROM THE MAGNETIZED
ACCRETION DISK
3.1. Necessary conditions for the escape of charged
particles
We assume a thin-disk accretion geometry (Novikov
& Thorne 1973) in which the electrically neutral matter
gradually descends between co-rotating (prograde, equa-
torial) Keplerian orbits with energy EKep(r) and angu-
lar momentum LKep(r) given as follows (Bardeen et al.
1972):
EKep =
r2 − 2Mr + a√Mr
r
√
r2 − 3Mr + 2a√Mr
, (15)
LKep =
√
M(r2 + a2 − 2a√Mr)√
r(r2 − 3Mr + 2a√Mr)
. (16)
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Circular geodesics are not allowed below the radius of the
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) whose position for
co-rotating particles is given as:
rISCO = M
(
3 + Z2 −
√
(3− Z1)(3 + Z1 + 2Z2)
)
,
(17)
where Z1 ≡ 1+
(
1− a2M2
)1/3 [(
1 + aM
)1/3
+
(
1− aM
)1/3]
and Z2 ≡
√
3a2
M2 + Z
2
1 .
Below ISCO the geodesics are supposed to turn into
freely falling inspirals maintaining the energy and an-
gular momentum corresponding to the ISCO radius,
i.e., the particles keep E = EKep(rISCO) and L =
LKep(rISCO) during their infall.
However, initially neutral elements may undergo a sud-
den charging process (by photoionization for example) at
a given radius r0 and obtain non-zero specific charge q.
While the change of the rest mass m may be neglected,
the particle dynamics changes due to the presence of the
electromagnetic field Aµ. In particular, the conserved
value of energy is modified as:
E = EKep − qAt, (18)
while the values of spatial components of canonical mo-
mentum are changed as:
pir = pi
0
r + qAr, piθ = qAθ, piϕ = LKep + qAϕ, (19)
where pi0r is zero for particles ionized above/at ISCO and
for infalling particles with ionization radius r0 < rISCO
the value is calculated using the assumption that particle
is confined to the equatorial plane (pi0θ = 0) before it
obtains the electric charge.
Once the charge is introduced, the value of effective
potential (13) changes accordingly. In order to study
trajectories of escaping particles, we examine the behav-
ior of the potential for r  M . In particular, for the
initially neutral particle with energy EKep ionized in the
equatorial plane at r0 we obtain the following relation
valid in the asymptotic region:
E − Veff |rM = EKep − 1− qBza
r0
+O (r−1) . (20)
Motion is possible only for E ≥ Veff . Since EKep < 1
with finite r0 and a ≥ 0 is considered, we observe that
(i) particles may only escape for qBz < 0, (ii) the escape
is possible only for a 6= 0, (iii) asymptotic velocity of
escaping particles is an increasing function of parameters
|qBz| and a, and a decreasing function of r0, and (iv) the
escape is not allowed for the perpendicular inclination,
α ≡ arctan (Bx/Bz) = pi/2.
Conditions (i)-(iii) are analogous to those obtained in
Paper I for aligned case with an asymptotic magnetic
field B = Bz. Indeed, the perpendicular component Bx
does not contribute to the energy of charged particle in
the given setup since the corresponding terms in the time
component of vector potential (3) vanish in the equato-
rial plane and Bx-terms in Veff decrease as O
(
r−1
)
or
faster. Therefore, for a given asymptotic magnitude of
the field B ≡ √B2x +B2z , the energy and thus the final
escape velocity should decrease with increasing inclina-
tion α. For a case of the field perpendicular to the ro-
tation axis (α = pi/2) the escape is not allowed at all
according to condition (iv). The effective potential for
the axisymmetric system defined by Eq. (6) of Paper I
was more specific and also predicted the escape direction
along the axis of symmetry. Although directionality of
trajectories cannot be inferred from Eq. (20), we ex-
pect the particles at r M to move along the magnetic
field which is asymptotically uniform in asymptotically
flat spacetime.
Analysis of the effective potential shows that escap-
ing orbits are in principle possible in the given setup.
The first condition, qBz < 0, requires that the charge
of the particle is negative for the parallel orientation of
the spin and the magnetic field component Bz, and it
is positive for the anti-parallel orientation, respectively.
The escaping orbits are not allowed in the Schwarzschild
limit, a = 0, regardless the values of q, Bz, Bx and r0.
Asymptotic velocity of escaping particles rises with in-
creasing values of a, |q|, |Bz| and will be higher for the
particles charged closer to the horizon. Escape of parti-
cles is not allowed in the perpendicular configuration of
the field (Bz = 0) regardless the values of Bx and other
parameters.
We conclude that all necessary conditions for the es-
cape may be fulfilled in the given setup. However, as
we have demonstrated in Paper I, for the special case of
axisymmetric system with Bx = 0, these conditions are
not sufficient; to test whether particles really escape and
to discuss their asymptotic velocity, we need to employ
numerical approach and integrate the equations of mo-
tion (9). In the rest of paper we switch to dimensionless
units and set M = 1.
3.2. Escape zones in oblique magnetosphere
The escape zones describe regions where the particles
get accelerated to attain the escape velocity from the
system. Emergence of escape zones and acceleration of
escaping particles in the special case of aligned mag-
netic field (B = Bz, Bx = 0) was discussed in Paper I.
A numerical survey revealed that escaping trajectories
are realized only in a limited region of parameter space.
In particular, escaping trajectories were found only for
qB / −0.5. In the interval −4.5 / qB / −0.5 we could
observe in the r0 × a plane (ionization radius vs. spin) a
narrow escape zone stretching from extremal spin a = 1
to lower spin values . However, for qB / −4.5 it discon-
nects from the a = 1 limit and the whole escape zone
is gradually compressed to lower spin and smaller radii
as the |qB| increases. For high values of spin the escap-
ing trajectories were allowed only for a small range of
the magnetization parameter qB. The resulting acceler-
ation of escaping particles was then limited. One of the
key questions we address in the current paper is whether
these limitations are also present in the oblique magneto-
spheres, and, in particular, whether the non-axisymetric
system could support the acceleration to ultrarelativistic
velocities.
Inclination of the field breaks the axial symmetry of
the system and cancels the conservation of the axial
component of the angular momentum. The discussion
of particle trajectories is thus enriched by new param-
eters compared to axisymmetric case. Magnetic field is
now specified by two parameters, namely by components
Bz and Bx or equivalently by the field magnitude B ≡
Acceleration and escape of matter in the oblique black hole magnetosphere 5√
B2z +B
2
x and inclination angle α ≡ arctan (Bx/Bz).
Initial position of the particle in the equatorial plane
(θ0 = pi/2) is defined by the ionization radius r0 and az-
imuthal angle ϕ0. In considered scenario it follows from
Eqs. (6) and (19) that pi0θ(ϕ+pi) = −pi0θ(ϕ) and trajecto-
ries with initial azimuthal angles ϕ0 and ϕ0 + pi are thus
equivalent.
For a given value of spin a, inclination α and magneti-
zation parameter qB we numerically integrate the system
of Hamiltonian equations of motion (9) with the set of
initial positions in the equatorial plane (i.e., with par-
ticles differing in initial (ionization) radius r0 and ϕ0).
If the particle does not plunge into the horizon, we in-
tegrate its trajectory up to λfin = 1000 and consider
it escaping if rfin ≥ 200. In the plots we use the fol-
lowing color-coding based on the final states: blue dot
for the plunging orbits, red for the stable trajectories
(with rfin < 200) and yellow dot for the escaping par-
ticles. Typical resolution of the plots is 200 trajectories
per diameter of the investigated portion of the equatorial
plane.
Integration of non-linear equations (9) must be per-
formed with caution as an inappropriate choice of the
integration scheme might easily lead to unreliable results.
To control the global integration error we evaluate rela-
tive error of energy Err ≡ |En/E − 1|, where En is an
actual value of energy expressed from the normalization
condition pµpµ = −1, which is affected by the integration
errors of the coordinates and momenta, while E denotes
its initial value which is conserved by a real trajectory
since the relevant equation of motion reads dpitdλ = 0. A
numerical error of energy induces the artificial excitation
or damping of the system, and since we deal with the
non-integrable system which is sensitive to initial condi-
tions, the value of Err must be kept within reasonable
bounds. Details on the employed integration routine are
provided in Appendix A.
The emergence and evolution of the primary escape
zone with respect to the inclination angle α for the par-
ticular choice of parameters (a = 0.98 and qB = −5)
is shown in Fig. 1. We intentionally choose such values
of spin and magnetization parameters for which the es-
cape zone does not form in the aligned field. Indeed, for
α = 0
◦
we observe no escaping orbits in the first panel of
Fig. 1. However, a slight perturbation of the axial sym-
metry with the field inclination α = 1
◦
appears sufficient
to trigger the formation of the escape zone. With in-
creasing inclination, the escape zone becomes more pro-
nounced and it extends to higher radii. The azimuthal
asymmetry of the zone becomes apparent for higher in-
clinations as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 1.
For the case of equal values of the asymptotic field
components (Bz = Bx, i.e., α = 45
◦) the primary escape
zone becomes substantially deformed. If the inclination
further increases, secondary and tertiary escape zones
emerge and rise in size (Fig. 2). Maximum extent of
the escape zones is reached for α ≈ 60◦ and with higher
inclinations the zones merge and gradually decline (top
panels of Fig. 3). For α & 80◦ the escaping orbits become
rare until they vanish completely for α = 84◦ (bottom
panels of Fig. 3).
We may conclude that inclination of the magnetic field
strongly supports the formation of the escape zones of
charged particles. Analyzing the case for which there
are no escaping orbits in aligned setup, we have seen that
even very small inclination (α = 1◦) is sufficient to induce
the escaping trajectories; higher inclinations lead to the
formation of large escape zones. However, as predicted
by the analysis of the effective potential in Sec. 3.1, the
role of aligned component Bz is crucial, and the escape
zones vanish as inclination approaches α = pi/2.
3.3. Acceleration and terminal velocity of escaping
particles
In the previous section we discussed the formation and
evolution of equatorial escape zones with respect to the
inclination angle α for a fixed value of magnetization qB
and spin a. In order to investigate the final velocity of
escaping particles of four-velocity uµ and to seek the most
accelerated ones, we determine the linear velocity v(i)
with respect to the locally non-rotating frame (Bardeen
et al. 1972) with the tetrad basis e
(i)
µ as follows:
v(i) =
u(i)
u(t)
=
e
(i)
µ uµ
e
(t)
µ uµ
. (21)
We use these velocity components to ex-
press Lorentz factor γ = (1 − v2)−1/2 where
v =
√
[v(r)]2 + [v(θ)]2 + [v(ϕ)]2.
Final value of γ of trajectories in the escape zone is
computed for two examples of highly inclined magneto-
spheres analyzed in previous section. We use the color-
scale to show the distribution of values of final γ within
the escape zones for α = 45◦ (left panel of Fig. 4) and
α = 54◦ (right panel). As predicted by the analysis of
effective potential in Sec. 3.1, the maximal γ is found for
the trajectories with minimal r0. We observe that min-
imal r0 is achieved by particles with ϕ0 ≈ pi/2, where
the angle ϕ is measured anticlockwise from the positive
direction of x-axis (which is the direction of the field in-
clination). Comparing the both panels of Fig. 4 we also
confirm that with higher inclination of the field (of fixed
magnitude qB) we obtain lower values of γ. While the
perpendicular component Bx is crucial as a perturbation
which allows the escape also in cases where it was pro-
hibited in the parallel field and supports the formation of
extended escape zones, the acceleration of escaping par-
ticles is actually controlled by the parallel component Bz
(see Eq. 20).
Maximal Lorentz factor γmax that can be achieved by
escaping particles in the aligned field was investigated in
Paper I. In particular, we found that value of γmax satu-
rates at γmax ≈ 6, which is attained with |qB| ' 100 for
a / 0.1, while maximally spinning black hole accelerates
the escaping matter only up to γmax ≈ 2.5 for qB ≈ −4.5.
However, as demonstrated in previous section, the incli-
nation of the field supports the formation of escape zones
also around rapidly spinning black holes. On the other
hand, the analysis of the effective potential (13) suggests
that γ increases with Bz and with fixed B it thus de-
creases as α grows. Maximally accelerated particles are
therefore expected from slightly inclined magnetosphere
where the inclination α is sufficient to support the es-
cape zone, however, the parallel component Bz, which is
the actual source of energy for the acceleration, remains
dominant.
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Fig. 1.— Different types of the trajectories launched from the equatorial plane (x, y) are plotted with respect to the magnetic inclination
angle α (in degrees). Color-coding: blue for plunging orbits, red for stable ones (bound to the black hole) and yellow for escaping trajectories.
Green circle denotes the ISCO. Inner black region marks the horizon of the black hole. Parameters of the system are a = 0.98 and qB = −5.
Magnetic field is inclined in the positive x-direction.
From the above reasons we restrict our search for max-
imally accelerated escaping particles to the small incli-
nation of the field (we set Bx/Bz = 0.1, i.e., α ≈ 6◦),
extremal spin a = 1, and ϕ0 = pi/2 in order to support
escaping trajectories of highly accelerated particles from
the small radii. Expected value of the final Lorentz factor
γ may be derived from Eq. (20) as:
γ(a, r0, |qBz|) = EKep(a, r0) + |qBz|a
r0
. (22)
However, the values of r0 for which the escaping orbits
are actually realized are not known a priori and we have
to numerically investigate the trajectories in the relevant
range of initial radii to localize the inner edge of the
escape zone, i.e., to identify the escaping trajectory with
minimal value rmin0 corresponding to γmax. Numerical
analysis confirms that rmin0 generally decreases as |qB|
grows. In particular, for given parameters (Bx/Bz =
0.1, ϕ0 = pi/2) we observe that while |qB| ≈ 1 leads to
rmin0 ≈ 5, it gradually decreases to rmin0 ≈ 2 for |qB| ≈ 10
and eventually stabilizes at rmin0 ≈ 1.5 for |qB| ' 100.
In Fig. 5 we show the corresponding values of γmax as a
function of |qB| and compare them with the analogous
data for the aligned magnetic field from Paper I. They
both coincide for small values of |qB| / 4.5, however,
then the curves split as stronger aligned field excludes the
escape from the vicinity of rapidly spinning black holes
and the acceleration saturates at γmax ≈ 6. Inclined field
seems to allow the escape from the maximally spinning
hole for any value of |qB| and γmax grows steadily with
the linear trend suggested by Eq. (22). The actual values
of γmax are compared with the values predicted for given
numerically obtained r0 and they agree very well (dotted
line in Fig. 5). Dash-dotted line shows the theoretical
maximum of γmax obtained by substituting a = 1 and
r0 = r+ = 1 in Eq. (22).
Breaking the axial symmetry appears to have profound
consequences regarding the acceleration of escaping par-
ticles. While the axisymmetric setup allows the accel-
eration up to γ / 6 (and even more strictly limited for
rapidly rotating black holes), here, with the oblique mag-
netosphere of sufficient |qB|, we may obtain ultrarela-
tivistic particles with γ  1. In particular, we numeri-
cally confirmed the value of γ = 680 for |qB| = 103. De-
spite numerical difficulties in tracing it in strong fields, γ
is supposed to further grow with increasing |qB| and does
not seem to have any fixed limit since radiation losses
(Tursunov et al. 2018) are not considered in the present
analysis. Small inclination of the field thus proves suffi-
cient to perturb the dynamics of stable orbits and, unlike
the aligned field, it admits the acceleration of particles to
ultrarelativistic velocities. The efficiency of the process
grows with the spin reaching its maximum for extremal
black holes, however, large γ may be obtained also for
moderately rotating black holes.
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Fig. 2.— Emergence and evolution of the secondary (top panels) and tertiary (bottom panels) escape zones in the equatorial plane with
respect to the magnetic inclination angle α. Color-coding and parameter choice as in Fig. 1.
3.4. Transient chaos and fractal geometry of escape
zones
Escape zones in axisymmetric setup studied in Paper I
revealed complicated inner structure and, in particular,
we found regions with self-similar patterns at different
magnification (Fig. 7 in Paper I). The escape zone
was typically composed of escaping orbits intermixed
with stable orbits in a manner characteristic for objects
with fractal geometry described by non-integer dimen-
sion. This observation together with other indications
suggest that deterministic chaos plays an important role
in the escape zone and transient chaos is a key ingredient
in the dynamics of escaping particles. We expect that,
compared to the previous axisymmetric case, the amount
of chaos increases when the symmetry breaks since we
have previously performed the analysis of bound orbits
in this system (Kopa´cˇek & Karas 2014) showing clearly
the growth of chaos due to increasing inclination.
Nevertheless, chaotic episodes of unbound escaping or-
bits are rather short as the particle quickly escapes far
enough from the vicinity of the black hole to the region
where the spacetime is almost flat and magnetic field al-
most uniform and thus the non-integrable perturbation
inducing chaotic behavior diminishes there. For this rea-
son it becomes problematic to quantify these trajectories
by standard chaotic indicators given by Lyapunov char-
acteristic exponents (applied for bound orbits in Kopa´cˇek
& Karas 2014) since these typically require very long time
to converge (Skokos 2010). Also the visualization of the
trajectories in Poincare´ surfaces of section is not effective
here since unbound motions of escaping trajectories do
not provide enough intersection points. Moreover, the
non-axisymmetric system has three degrees of freedom
which further reduces the applicability of this method.
Therefore, we need to employ alternative tools, e.g., the
technique of recurrence analysis (Marwan et al. 2007)
which is able to indicate the chaotic behavior on a sub-
stantially shorter time-scale regardless the dimensional-
ity of the system.
In Fig. 6 we study details of a particular escape zone
with qB = −4.1, inclination α = 14◦ and initial az-
imuthal angle ϕ0 = 0. The escape zone is plotted in
the r0 × a plane (ionization radius vs. spin) with the
same color-coding of trajectories as in Figs. 1-3 (blue for
plunging, yellow for escaping, and red for oscillating).1
We observe the complex structure of primary escape zone
which is characteristic for objects with the fractal geom-
etry. In particular, we notice the regions where all three
types of trajectories intermix, while in the axisymmetric
case the blue region of plunging orbits is always con-
nected and has a well-defined boundary. Inclination of
the field thus substantially increases the level of com-
1 In Paper I we have denoted such visual representation of the
system as basin-boundary plot in the analogy of three different fi-
nal states with the attractors of the dynamical system. However,
since real attractors are only found in dissipative systems and their
basins of attraction are usually represented with the phase space
variables, we do not further use this term for our plots (with the
spin parameter a as a variable) to avoid confusion. In the context
of escaping trajectories in a conservative system, the term escape-
boundary plot could be used instead (Te´l & Gruiz 2006).
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Fig. 3.— Evolution and decline of the escape zones in the highly inclined magnetosphere. Color-coding and parameter choice as in Figs. 1
and 2.
plexity of the primary escape zone which indicates the
presence of strong chaos.
In Fig. 7 we explore the structure of the escape zones
for the highly inclined magnetosphere (α = 54◦, qB =
−5) where all the three classes of the escape zones are
present (as already shown in the last panel of Fig. 2).
Appropriate choice of the initial azimuthal angle (ϕ0 =
60◦) allows to depict them in a single r0×a plot (panel a
of Fig. 7). Tertiary escape zone (panel b) reveals the well-
defined boundary without traces of non-linear effects. On
the other hand, the edge of the secondary escape zone
(panels c, d) shows narrow fuzzy layer where plunging
and stable orbits intermix while the region of escaping
orbits remains connected. Nevertheless, in the primary
escape zone (panels e, f) all three types of orbits intermix
and their domains are interwoven in a complex way with
fractal structure characteristic for chaotic systems.
3.5. Chaotic indicators: Recurrence analysis and
box-counting dimension
Visual survey of the escape zones (Figs. 6, 7) suggests
that chaos plays an important role mostly in the pri-
mary escape zone (the only zone encountered with small
to moderate inclinations), while there is a minor indi-
cation of chaotic dynamics on the boundary of the sec-
ondary escape zone and no traces of chaos in the tertiary
zone. In the following we employ several quantitative
indicators of chaos in order to further inspect this con-
jecture. Since we are dealing with transient chaos of es-
caping trajectories, standard tools like Lyapunov expo-
nents or Poincare´ sections become ineffective. Therefore
we employ the technique of recurrence analysis (Marwan
et al. 2007) which allows to detect chaotic behavior on
the short time-scale. This method is based on the statis-
tical analysis of the recurrences of the trajectory to the
neighborhood of its previous states in the phase space.
In particular, the binary-valued recurrence matrix Rij is
constructed as follows:
Rij(ε) = Θ(ε− ||~x(i)− ~x(j)||) i, j = 1, ..., N, (23)
where ε is a pre-defined threshold parameter, Θ the
Heaviside step function and vector time-series ~x(t) of
length N represents the analyzed segment of the trajec-
tory in the phase space. Standard Euclidean norm L2 is
applied to evaluate distances after the normalization of
individual time-series of vector components to zero mean
and unit variance, so that they contribute proportionally
to the distance.
The recurrence matrix may be directly visualized in
recurrence plots (RPs) which are useful for a qualitative
inspection of dynamics and intuitive detection of chaos.
Previously, RPs have been applied in the context of rela-
tivistic astrophysics for simulated data (see, e.g., Kova´rˇ
et al. 2013; Semera´k & Sukova´ 2012; Kopa´cˇek et al. 2010)
and also in X-ray astronomy for the analysis of light-
curves of black hole binaries (Sukova´ & Janiuk 2016;
Sukova´ et al. 2016), while application in gravitational
wave astronomy has been discussed recently (Zelenka et
al. 2020; Lukes-Gerakopoulos & Kopa´cˇek 2018).
Various statistical measures of RPs are employed for
recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) which allows
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Fig. 4.— Final Lorentz factor γ of particles escaping from the equatorial plane is shown with the corresponding color-scale. Parameter
choice as in Figs. 1-3 (qB = −5, a = 0.98). The field is inclined in the positive x-direction.
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Fig. 5.— Maximal value of the final Lorentz factor of escaping
particles as a function of magnetization parameter |qB|. Circles de-
note the values obtained numerically for trajectories in the inclined
magnetosphere (Bx/Bz = 0.1, i.e., α ≈ 6◦ with ϕ0 = pi/2), while
stars show the aligned case (Bx = 0) analyzed in Paper I. Dashed
line shows the expected value predicted by the Eq. (22) for nu-
merically obtained value of rmin0 and dash-dotted is the theoretical
maximum for r0 = r+ = 1.
a systematic survey of dynamics. A prominent feature
of RP to analyze is the presence of diagonal lines. In
particular, the distribution of length l of diagonal lines
in a RP is given by the histogram P (ε, l) as:
P (ε, l) =
N∑
i,j=1
(1−Ri−1,j−1(ε))(1−Ri+l,j+l(ε))
×
l−1∏
k=0
Ri+k,j+k(ε). (24)
The average length of diagonal lines AVL is evaluated
as:
AVL ≡
∑lmax
l=lmin
lP (ε, l)∑
max
l=lmin
P (ε, l)
, (25)
where only diagonal lines of length at least lmin count
and lmax is the length of the longest line (except the line
of identity on the main diagonal).
The recurrence indicator ENTR is defined as the Shan-
non entropy of the probability p(ε, l) = P (ε, l)/Nl of find-
ing a diagonal line of length l in a RP:
ENTR ≡ −
lmax∑
l=lmin
p(ε, l) ln p(ε, l), (26)
where Nl is a total number of diagonal lines: Nl(ε) =∑
l≥lmin P (ε, l).
Other RQA measures based on the presence of diagonal
and vertical lines in a RP may be defined, however, here
we only employ indicators AVL and ENTR. Definitions
and properties of other RQA indicators may be found in
a review by Marwan et al. (2007).
Besides the recurrence analysis, we employ a standard
method for characterizing fractal sets in n-dimensional
metric space and we evaluate the MinkowskiBouligand
(box-counting) dimension DIM defined as:
DIM = lim
δ→0
logP (δ)
log(1/δ)
, (27)
where P (δ) is the number of n-dimensional boxes with
side δ required to cover the set. For a complete definition
of box-counting dimension, its properties and relation to
other fractal dimensions see, e.g., Falconer (2003). Box-
counting dimension of fractal escape-boundaries shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 could be evaluated, however, we calcu-
late the indicator of the trajectories directly in order to
compare their values within the escape zones. Similar
application of box-counting dimension and other chaotic
indicators was recently presented by Pa´nis et al. (2019).
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Fig. 6.— The structure of the escape zone (qB = −4.1, α = 14◦ and ϕ0 = 0) in the relevant range of the spin parameter a and initial
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the black hole. Color-coding of trajectories as in Figs. 1-3.
We compute chaotic indicators AVL, ENTR and DIM
for the same set of orbits as presented in Fig. 4 (i.e., for
parameters qB = −5, a = 0.98 with inclinations α = 45◦
and α = 54◦, respectively), however, we use a shorter seg-
ment of the trajectory (λfin = 300 instead of λfin = 1000)
and trajectories are now integrated with the fixed time
step as required to perform recurrence analysis correctly.
Only radial coordinate of the trajectory is employed for
the analysis; single time-series r(λ) with 1000 data points
is used as a input. Box-counting dimension is computed
with the function BoxCountfracDim2 and RQA indica-
tors are evaluated with the CRP Toolbox (Marwan et
al. 2007). Threshold parameter is set to the fixed value
ε = 0.2, minimal length of diagonal line lmin = 2 and
embedding is not used. All calculations are performed in
Matlab R2014a.
In Fig. 8 we present color-coded values of indicators
of trajectories within the escape zones. Regarding the
2 Tan H. Nguyen: Hausdorff (Box-Counting) Fractal Dimension
with multi-resolution calculation, available at MATLAB Central
File Exchange (File ID: #58148).
case of inclination α = 45◦ (upper panels of Fig. 8), we
observe that the escape zone is clearly distinguished by
the values of the indicators. Moreover, the values of box-
counting dimension DIM (top right panel) to some degree
correspond with the values of final Lorentz factor (left
panel of Fig. 4). Highly accelerated trajectories tend to
have higher DIM and vice versa. Values of RQA indica-
tors AVL and ENTR do not entirely follow this trend,
however, they still clearly distinguish the escaping orbits
within the escape zone (especially in the case of AVL).
The case of α = 54◦ where all three classes of escape
zones are present is analyzed in the bottom panels of
Fig. 8. Comparison with the right panel of Fig. 4 shows
that while the shape of primary escape zone is clearly re-
solved, only inner parts of secondary escape zone are rec-
ognized by increased values of indicators and the shape
of tertiary escape zone cannot be distinguished.
Behavior of chaotic indicators of the trajectories in es-
cape zones thus corresponds with the observations of the
detailed structure of the zones made in Figs. 6 and 7. In
particular, the comparison with Fig. 8 confirms the con-
jecture that transient chaos plays a dominant role in the
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Fig. 7.— The escape zones for the case qB = −5, α = 54◦ and ϕ0 = 60◦. The tertiary escape zone (b) shows a well-defined edge, while
the edge of the secondary escape zone (c, d) reveals a fuzzy layer with plunging and stable orbits intermixed. The primary escape zone (e,
f) has a complex fractal structure with regions where all three types of trajectories intermix.
dynamics of the primary escape zone. Fractal geometry
of this zone directly corresponds with increased values of
chaotic indicators. In the case of secondary escape zone,
only a narrow fuzzy layer of intermixed trajectories was
observed on its edge (panels c, d of Fig. 7) correspond-
ing to increased values of chaotic indicators in the inner
part of the zone. On the other hand, regular dynamics
in the tertiary escape zone with well-defined boundaries
and no intermixing of trajectories is also confirmed by
chaotic indicators as their values do not increase within
this zone.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have numerically studied the outflow of matter
from the inner region of a magnetized accretion disk trig-
gered by charging of initially neutral accreted particles.
As we have previously shown in Paper I, it is possible to
model the outflow using the simple setup with the single-
particle approach neglecting magnetohydrodynamic ef-
fects. Key ingredients which appear sufficient to launch
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Fig. 8.— Several chaotic indicators evaluated for the trajectories in the escape zones with qB = −5, a = 0.98 (same choice as in Fig. 4).
Box-counting dimension DIM, average length of the diagonal lines in the recurrence plot AVL and the Shannon entropy of the probability
distribution of the diagonal line lengths in the recurrence plot ENTR.
the outflow are the rotation of the central black hole
(given by spin parameter a) and the large-scale mag-
netic field. A basic accretion scenario is assumed and
neutral particles are supposed to move initially along (al-
most) circular Keplerian orbits (turning into free falling
geodesic below ISCO) and only slowly descend to lower
radii until the ionization radius r0 (above or below ISCO)
is reached. Then the particle obtains a non-zero specific
charge q and it starts to be affected by the magnetic
field. As a result, some plunging particles are stabilized
while some stable orbits turn into plunging. However,
the near-horizon escape zone may also develop where
the particles escape the attraction of the center and are
accelerated along the symmetry axis. Nevertheless, the
assumption of perfect axisymmetry (i.e., magnetic field
aligned with the spin axis) employed in Paper I appears
to limit considerably the effectivity of the acceleration
process. In particular, the maximal final value of Lorentz
factor γmax saturates at γmax ≈ 6 which is attained with
|qB| ' 100 for a / 0.1. Maximally spinning black holes
accelerate the escaping matter only up to γmax ≈ 2.5
for qB ≈ −4.5. However, realistic spin estimates of stel-
lar mass black holes as well as supermassive black holes
obtained by various methods from measurements gener-
ally lead to moderate to high spin values (Nemmen 2019;
Daly 2019; Reynolds 2019; Miller & Miller 2015), while
high values of Lorentz factor γ > 10 are being observed in
astrophysical jets of many objects (Hovatta et al. 2009).
In the present paper we have shown that this unre-
alistic limitation of our model may be removed by re-
laxing the assumption of axisymmetry. In particular,
we have considered the (asymptotically) uniform mag-
netic field with arbitrary inclination α with respect to
the spin axis. It appears that breaking the symmetry by
even a small inclination angle (α ≈ 1◦) is sufficient to
trigger the outflow also in cases of high spin and strong
magnetization |qB| where the escape is not allowed with
the aligned field. As a most important result, we found
that considerably higher Lorentz factors may be achieved
with the oblique field, including ultrarelativistic veloci-
ties with γ  1.
We have employed the method of effective potential
(formulated in the frame of static observer) to deter-
mine the necessary conditions for the escape of particles.
It appears that for the parallel orientation of the spin
axis z and magnetic field component Bz, only negatively
charged particles may escape (while positively charged
escape for the anti-parallel orientation). Non-zero spin
a and Bz are required for the escape and final Lorentz
factor is found to be an increasing function of the spin,
specific charge |q| and |Bz| while it decreases with the
ionization radius r0. However, as these conditions are
necessary but not sufficient, we investigate the system
numerically to determine the actual location and shape
of the escape zones. Emergence and evolution of escape
zones is discussed with respect to the inclination angle
α. Small to moderate inclinations lead to the forma-
tion of the primary escape which increases and gradually
deforms as the inclination rises breaking the axial sym-
metry. For high inclinations (Bx > Bz), also secondary
and tertiary escape zones emerge and grow in size until
a certain threshold inclination. As the inclination fur-
ther increases, the escape zones start to diminish and
disappear completely before the perpendicular configu-
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ration (α = pi/2) is reached. We have plotted the de-
tails of the escape zones in r0×a plane (escape-boundary
plots) revealing complex fractal structure of the primary
zone, narrow fuzzy layer of intermixed trajectories on
the edge of the secondary zone and well-defined escape
boundary of the tertiary zone. The dynamics within
the zones was assessed with the set of chaotic indicators
(box-counting dimension and two recurrence measures)
providing strong evidence of (transient) chaos within the
primary escape zone, showing hallmarks of chaotic dy-
namics in the inner region of the secondary zone, and no
traces of chaos in the tertiary zone.
We have computed the final Lorentz factor γ of escap-
ing particles confirming that the highest γ is achieved in
the innermost region of the primary escape zone (with
the lowest allowed r0). For a particular (realistically
small; α ≈ 6◦) value of inclination and fixed value of
spin (a = 0.98), we searched for the maximal γ. In-
creasing the value of magnetization up to |qB| = 103
we confirmed that (unlike axisymmetric configuration)
ultrarelativistic velocities with γ  1 may be achieved.
While the acceleration of the particle is actually powered
by the parallel component Bz, the perpendicular compo-
nent Bx acts as an extra perturbation which considerably
increases the probability of sending the particles on es-
caping trajectories and allows the outflow also in cases
which are excluded in the aligned setup.
Until now, the discussion was held in dimensionless
units with all quantities scaled by the rest mass of the
black hole M . Fixing the value of M we may convert
back to SI units, e.g., the magnitude of the magnetic
field may be expressed as follows:
BSI =
qB cSI
qSI
(
M
M
)
1472 m
, (28)
where the quantities without subscript SI are dimension-
less and M = 1472 m is the solar mass in geometrized
units.
If we consider only small inclination angles (B ≈ |Bz|)
and rapidly spinning black holes (a ≈ 1), as we did in
Section 3.3, we may link the magnitude of the field with
the maximal Lorentz factor achieved by the outflow of
particles with given specific charge q (see Fig. 5). In
particular, for the acceleration to relativistic velocities
(γ ' 2) we need at least |qB| ≈ 4. In order to achieve
ultrarelativistic velocity with γ ≈ 22 (which is when the
particle’s rest energy becomes about 1h of the total en-
ergy) the magnetization of |qB| ≈ 40 is required.
Setting the specific charge of electron, i.e. qSI =
−1.76 × 1011 C kg−1, we find that for the stellar-mass
black hole of M = 10M the corresponding magnetic
field required for the acceleration to the relativistic veloc-
ity (γ = 2, |qB| = 4) reads BSI = 4.63× 10−7 T. Large-
scale magnetic fields observed in nonthermal filaments in
Galactic Center are supposed to reach the same order of
magnitude B ≈ 10−7 T (Ferrie`re 2010), although more
recent estimates are somewhat lower (Yusef-Zadeh et al.
2013). Nevertheless, stronger fields sufficient for the ac-
celeration to ultrarelativistic velocities (setting |qB| = 40
in Eq. (28) gives BSI = 4.63× 10−6 T) might be encoun-
tered inside molecular clouds observed within Milky Way
(Han 2017).
The scenario of the outflow of ionized heavy parti-
cles and dust grains (carrying considerably lower specific
charges than electron) is also compatible with the con-
ditions encountered in black hole systems (both stellar-
mass and supermassive) as previously demonstrated for
the particular sources with the known mass and mag-
netic field estimates (Discussion in Paper I). The pre-
sented analysis is not limited to a particular astrophysi-
cal object, however, the model keeps its basic astrophys-
ical significance as the relevant values of parameters are
generally compatible with observations.
Although we considered a simplistic toy-model which
does not attempt to provide a complete description of
black hole jet physics, the analysis provides valuable in-
sight into the role of ordered magnetic field in the for-
mation and acceleration of the jet. In particular, it
shows that even in the particle approximation which
neglects magnetohydrodynamic effects, the outflow may
be formed and attain ultrarelativistic velocities if these
essential ingredients are provided: rotating black hole,
large-scale magnetic field and perturbation of axisym-
metry.
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APPENDIX
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS
OF MOTION
Integration of non-linear equations (9) is performed
with a multistep Adams-Bashforth-Moulton integrator
based on the predictor-corrector (PECE) method which
is implemented in Matlab as a function ode113. Adap-
tive stepsize is used and local truncation error is con-
trolled by relative tolerance specified by the parameter
RelTol which we set to the highest allowed precision
(RelTol ≈ 10−14). Using this setting we obtain tra-
jectories with final values of relative error of energy Err
not exceeding level of ≈ 10−5. To test whether such
precision remains sufficient in highly non-linear environ-
ment of oblique black hole magnetosphere, we also em-
ploy Dormand-Prince 8th - 7th order explicit scheme
ode873 (Prince & Dormand 1981) which is a high pre-
cision integrator of embedded Runge-Kutta family with
the local error of order O(h9). Stepsize h is adaptive
and with RelTol = 10−10 we reach precision Err ≈ 10−7
at the end of integration while the computation time is
roughly 100 times longer compared to ode113. Outcome
of the both integrators is compared on the identical set of
trajectories within the particular section of the primary
escape zone with the fractal structure. We observe that
while the color-coded classification of several individual
trajectories changes as we switch the integrators (due to
3 Vasiliy Govorukhin: ode87 Integrator, available at MATLAB
Central File Exchange (File ID: #3616)
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exponential growth of deviations in the chaotic domain),
the overall structure is conserved and both schemes de-
liver a comparable output. On the other hand, if we per-
form the integration with the lower order method ode45
(Dormand-Prince 5th-4th order scheme; default integra-
tor in Matlab and GNU Octave) the structure changes as
a result of global errors of order Err ≈ 10−4 and the large
artificial regions of plunging orbits appear in the escape
zone. We conclude that while lower order method does
not perform well enough, the integration scheme ode113
provides sufficient precision for the given task.
We note that we have previously tested performance
of several integrators for the long-term integration of
bound orbits in the axisymmetric version of the sys-
tem (Kopa´cˇek et al. 2014b). Besides routines described
above we have also employed an implicit s-stage Gauss-
Legendre symplectic solver gls which proved superior
to ode87 in terms of relative error on the long time-
scale. For the applications where very high precision is
demanded during the long-term integration of Hamilto-
nian system, the method of choice would be a symplectic
solver, which is, however, computationally expensive due
to implicit formulation and fixed time step. At present,
however, there is no known explicit symplectic solver for
the charged particle motion in arbitrary electromagnetic
fields. In these cases the volume-preserving integrator
could be used instead (Higuera & Cary 2017). Never-
theless, for a current application (not so long integration
of numerous trajectories) the accuracy of fast multistep
integrator ode113 remains sufficient.
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